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Cover fashion doll dress up princess professional makeup

Accompany the glamorous ice queen to a mountain resort and relax with special spa treatments. Make your skin look pretty and clean, then you can go to the makeup session where you can mix various eyeshadow, lipsticks and blush. Try many fashionstyles and choose the best one you'd think suits her. Our kitty girl Mia is preparing for a nice day. Join her
on her morning routine, and wear soothing masks, cleanher her face and then, make her makeup! Next choose their hairstyle, clothes and jewelry. She will look so cute! Legendary fashion icon Marilyn Monroe once said: We are all stars, and we deserve to wink! Become a star and discover the glamorous life of a Hollywood blonde in the 1950s. Choose the
perfect makeup for the beautiful actress and choose from several iconic dresses and hairstyles. Are you ready for your close-up? Our gothic princess needs a new haircut. Will you help her? You can go for a short or long hairstyle, color it in any color you like and straighten or curl it. Then choose the perfect outfit, wear some makeup and find a pet for our
favorite gothic princess. Enter a whole new world of beauty treatments with the elegant Arab princess and accompany her in the Sultan's Palace. Apply creams and masks, and then go to the make-up session to give it a whole new look. Once you're done, choose a wonderful outfit for the princess to embark on a new adventure. Join Jessie and Noelle in their
fun real makeover adventure! First, you need to apply some healthy treatments and clear their skin. They intend to go for a walk in the park, so makeup and play dress up with the girls to get the perfect outfit. Can you match her style to her makeup and they look gorgeous? You know Audrey, she likes to be fashionable and glamorous wherever she goes.
She is ready for a real makeover. First, you need to apply some healthy masks for your skin and retouch your eyebrows. After that, have fun choosing one of many fabulous dresses and accessorize it with her makeup, hairstyle and bag. Now thanks to you, Audrey looks amazing and she's ready to shine. Queen Elsa teaches her daughter how to behave like
a princess, and together they will go on a beauty adventure to discover what a real makeover is. Join the adorable duo in the salon and start the spa treatment. Choose a colorful makeup for Elsa and matching contact lenses with eyebrows for the cute girl. Choose elegant outfits and to end the transformation and Elsa's daughter will be ready to become a
princess. Enter a whole new world of beauty treatments with the elegant Princess Jasmine and accompany her in the Sultan's Palace. Apply creams and masks, and then go to the make-up session to give it a whole new look. Once you're done, choose a wonderful outfit for Jasmine to embark on a new adventure. Let's learn about French haircuts. Get your
scissors and let your creativity run wild. Cut, trim, curl and smooth the hair. Try Trying a daring look! After that, put on some accessories and choose an outfit for this beautiful French girl. Have fun! Meet two amazing geniuses in the sauna! Find out how the geniuses prepare for a super relaxing spa that includes a shower and changes into a more appropriate
outfit. Then you can choose the essential oils and hot stones directly in the sauna, does not sound like fun? Finish the day by clicking on cute outfits for the glittering genius and maybe she will grant you a wish! Breakups are tough, but if you have your bff by your side, the rebound is split into two halves! Ellie saw her boyfriend with another girl and she
decided to end their relationship. With the help of her bestie, it's time to dry her eyes (Iiterally) and sparkle again, as her boyfriend will realize what he's missed. Help her shine again with a facial beauty treatment, a professional makeup and by helping her choose some really fab outfits. Time to put on her glam and move on to someone who really deserves it.
You go, girl! On an exotic island, every day is perfect for the beach, but before we go out, our Shopaholic needs a complete makeover! Get rid of all these outbursts, use the beauty treatments to relax and combine glittering shades of makeup for this extra pop of color. Choose a girly hairstyle, a floral outfit and beautiful sunglasses for a chic look. The three
completely different beauty sessions will make you glamorous and ready for a fun day on the beach! Hey ladies, time to dust your hairstyle skills because in this new fun game you are about to do a real makeover to these beautiful ladies, your favorite princesses. Maybe you will be used with her feminine and delicate look, but this game has a twist and you
get to see them like the rebel girls who enjoy a bad girl's makeup look. Start by dying her hair in crazy bold colors and then choose the right makeup to go with the whole rebel look. Last but not least, let's choose some fashion outfits for them. This change of appearance will clearly be a shock to the friends of their other princesses. Have fun Would you think
fairies have their own little spas? Because when you do, Tinker Bell wants you to join her in a cute beauty salon. Unravel the secrets of magical healing treatments with Tinker Bell and create a new look. Choose which festive dress she will wear at the Pixie Hollow Games to end this enchanting makeover. The Minis take a break from all the fun experiments
and go into Sauna. Help the Mini prepare by removing all its crazy jewelry, changing into a more appropriate outfit and shaving off his beard. Once he is done, meet his friends in the sauna and make sure they have plenty of steam in the room. Dress up time is next! Try funny outfits and the Mini will be ready for a new fun day! It's a beautiful day! Crystal and
Olivia want to relax. Help the two BFFs in their real makeover. First, you need to apply some healthy treatments to cleanse and cleanse your skin. After that, you play with the Clothes to find the right outfit for a pleasant walk in the park. Don't forget to add the right makeup so the girls can look amazing. Noelle needs new haircut tips &amp; ticks! She decided
she wanted a brand new look, so do your magic and help her. Use your imagination, cut your hair, dye it, straighten it or curl it. Make Noelle look fabulous with some great accessories and beautiful clothes! Create unique styles for a fashion icon that appear on the cover of a magazine! Play with the combinations of clothes, create a beautiful makeup that fits
with the outfit and make our cover girls look awesome in the spotlight. Finally, as an experienced graphic designer, choose the final look of the magazine! The daughter of the fairest of them all takes a whole princess beauty routine to get the perfect look. Join Apple White in the Ever After High Salon for an enchanting makeover. Find out which creams and
masks our princess uses and then create a new look with colorful makeup palettes. Dress up in couture outfit and she will be ready for another eventful day at Ever After High. The fairest of them all loves to spend time with their little girl, testing face masks and creams can be a fun activity for the mother-daughter duo, won't you be having fun? Start the
beauty treatments by cleaning the skin from all spots and imperfections that reshape the eyebrows so you can apply colorful make-up. After that, Snow White and her sweet daughter dress up in elegant dresses and they will be ready for a playful day! Join our favorite superhero in their secret hideaway and get ready for a wonderful real makeover. Help
Super Sparkle prepare for their next mission with spa treatments and create a fresh new look. Complete the transformation with gorgeous color combinations with eyeshadow, lipsticks and blush, then choose the perfect outfit and hairstyle. Once the makeover is complete, Super Sparkle will go into the night and fight crime. Amanda wants a new fresh
summer look! Create the best haircut for her. Use your imagination, cut your hair, dye it, straighten it or curl it. Next, take Amanda to the summer music festival and make sure she has the perfect outfit and accessories to stand out in a crowd! Being the daughter of a fair queen, takes an entire princess beauty routine to get the perfect look. Join Pure Princess
in the Royal Salon for a Makeover. Find out which creams and masks our princess uses and then create a new look with colorful makeup palettes. Dress up in couture outfit and she will be ready for another eventful day in her magical kingdom. Jessie has many friends who are fashionistas, but following the rules can be so boring and that's why she decided
to take a little risk and try on the rock star style. First, prepare your skin with soothing masks, get rid of all imperfections and correct her eyebrows. Second step, apply a bold make-up look to suit her new style. And then get ready for the last phase where you can she in a bold outfit to finish her makeover. Audrey and Jessie, our two beautiful funny young
fashionistas, have decided to join forces in this beauty makeover and try out a new style: boho-chic! First, they put their hair on rolls to apply face masks and rid their faces of imperfect impositions. Next, they need your help for makeup, choose colors that fit them well!. Finally, it's up to you to decide which outfits are the best to match this flowing, rude,
beautiful style! Our cute furry kitten likes to spoil her daughter with the best spa products before going to school, will you join them? Discover what kind of beauty masks Kitty Mama uses and apply the treatments to see the results. Create a fancy look for the mom with sparkling eyeshadow and shimmering lipsticks. In the end, choose stylish outfits and
beautiful hairstyles for both kittens to make them look meowtastic. Clawdeen needs a special treatment for her monster face, a real makeover! Enter the complete spa treatment and cleanse your skin for a spooky fresh look. After the spa, the makeup stage will make you speechless with plenty of glittering eyeshadow and amazing eyelashes that can be
matched with Clawdeen's mood. Choose stunning makeup art and move forward to the dress-up part. You know, Clawdeen is a fashion doll, make sure she gets all her desires fulfilled by an amazing dress and fur combination! Play A New Beginning: From Sad To Fab and help the girl get a fresh start after her separation! Beauty is fed up with all the stuffy
typical princess dresses, and she has decided to play around with a more eccentric style – Rock Baroque. Join Beauty in her morning cleansing and makeup routine, and then choose a cool and edgy new look for her! Mermaid and Blondie haven't seen each other in a long time, so Blondie decides to pay her a visit. Join our new game, Blondie visits
mermaid, and travel with her in Mermaid's realm of underwater outfits. Be sure to enjoy our new amazing dress-up game! Get into the Ice Queen Castle and discover her real makeover session, which she has a very special spa treatment. When she decided to isolate herself in the ice kingdom, she didn't think about how the cold can hurt her skin. Now you
need to solve their skin problems with glittering masks and then have fun with all kinds of makeup and dress up combinations. Choose a great face tattoo, a beautiful dress fit for a queen and give her the most amazing Ever. At the end of the real makeover, she must be ready to rule the realm of ice! It's time for Ice Princess to enjoy a relaxing spa session
where you can apply face masks and rid her face of impurities. After that, become your fashion consultant, so choose the best makeup and complete the look with a gorgeous Art Nouveau dress and stylish accessories. Victoria, a modern designer, knows that fashion trends keep coming back, so don't be surprised to find a retro makeover as her latest look.
Join them during this beauty beauty Apply face masks, correct imperfections and cleanse her face. Then find the best makeup and choose your favorite outfit, hairstyling and accessories. With your help she will be retro-chic, cute and timeless! The Ice Queen teaches her daughter how to behave like a princess, and together they will go on a beauty adventure
to discover what a real makeover is. Join the adorable duo in the salon and start the spa treatment. Choose a colorful makeup for the ice queen and matching contact lenses with eyebrows for the cute girl. Choose elegant outfits and hairstyles to complete the transformation and the Queen's daughter will be ready to become a princess. Discover her routine
and help the mermaid princess get ready for the concert. Start the spa treatment with seaweed and mussels. After all the beauty masks are applied, you can start the undersea make-up session on a clean skin. Choose from a variety of lipsticks, eyeshadow and blush and customize them perfectly for our princess. Get a spectacular hairstyle, a beautiful
mermaid tail and an elegant top, then they all fit together with royal accessories. Get into Elsa's castle and discover her real makeover session, the Ice Queen has a very special spa treatment. When she decided to isolate herself in the ice kingdom, she didn't think about how the cold can hurt her skin. Now you need to solve their skin problems with glittering
masks and then have fun with all kinds of makeup and dress up combinations. Choose a great face tattoo, a beautiful dress fit for a queen and give her the greatest ice power ever. At the end of the real makeover, she must be ready to rule the Kingdom of Arendelle! Today is a very special day, it's Rapunzel's birthday and what's better to celebrate than in the
spa? Go to the castle and help the blonde princess relax with face masks and special spa treatments. Choose the right makeup to highlight her beautiful green eyes or you can change her eye color to create a new look. Complete the makeover by choosing an elegant dress and accessories so Rapunzel can enjoy her birthday. Accompany the glamorous ice
queen to a mountain resort and relax with special spa treatments. Make your skin look pretty and clean, then you can go to the makeup session where you can mix various eyeshadow, lipsticks and blush. Try many fashionstyles and choose the best one you'd think suits her. Are you ready for a galactic journey? Hop on! Our Galaxy Girl needs a real
makeover and she that you continue to help her. First, you need to do your magic and apply some skin treatments to them and reshape their eyebrows. Then surprise them with your imagination and play dress up with Galaxy Girl, change her hair and choose the perfect galactic pet. The Cover Girl princesses are ready for a real makeover! You need to apply
a special beauty treatment to your face, cover up any redness and cleanse the face. Next, it's time for makeup! Choose the best colors to make your eyes and lips Apply contouring and blush and they will be ready for their photos! Finally, choose the best high fashion dresses for the magazine covers and also decide on the lyrics that will appear on the cover
next to the princesses! Hey ladies, time to dust your hairstyle skills because in this new fun game you are about to do a real makeover to these beautiful ladies, your favorite princesses. Maybe you will be used with her feminine and delicate look, but this game has a twist and you get to see them like the rebel girls who enjoy a bad girl's makeup look. Start by
dying her hair in crazy bold colors and then choose the right makeup to go with the whole rebel look. Last but not least, let's choose some fashion outfits for them. This change of appearance will clearly be a shock to the friends of their other princesses. Have fun It's Halloween time and this princess wants to try on a whole new pastel goth style to go with it!
With your help, she dyes her hair black and enjoys a wonderful spa session. Try edgy make-up and then pick up your dress, hairstyling, jewelry and pets. Discover her routine and help Ariel prepare for the concert. Living under the sea is different from staying in the water for too long, can really damage your skin. Luckily, you can start spa treatment session
with seaweed and mussels. After all the beauty masks are applied, you can start the undersea make-up session on a clean skin. Choose from a variety of lipsticks, colorful eyeshadow and blush and fit them perfectly for our young princess. Get a spectacular red hairstyle, a beautiful mermaid tail and an elegant top, then they all fit together with royal
accessories. Ariel must be amazed on stage! Our adventurous Princess Rapunzel wants to discover the secrets of the beauty world and needs your help to get a makeover. Join Rapunzel in her tower and start using the professional spa products to cleanse her face. Experiment with different eyeshadows, lipsticks and blush to create a special look for the
blonde princess. Complete the transformation by adding a cute hairstyle and dress so rapunzel can go on another adventure. Join this glamorous fashionista in a stunning real makeover taking place in the middle of New York. Clean her face and back with spa beauty treatments and help her relax, the onslaught of the city can be quite overwhelming. Move to
the makeup stage and choose a colorful eyeshadow, lipstick that matches their style. Go through the wardrobe and get a super great outfit, you're now ready to rock the city and have fun! Werewolf girl needs a special treatment for her monster face, a real makeover! Enter the complete spa treatment and cleanse your skin for a spooky fresh look. After the
spa, the makeup stage will make you speechless with plenty of glittering eyeshadow and amazing eyelashes that can be matched to the mood of the monster. Choose stunning makeup art and move forward to the dress-up part. Dress-up part. Know Werewolf girl can become a fashionista, so make sure she gets all her desires fulfilled by an amazing dress
and fur combination! Join Natalie, a beautiful girl with shiny golden hair as she prepares her beauty treatment in this fantastic real makeover. Wear masks and clean your face, then choose your favorite makeup. Finally, choose the perfect outfit fit for a princess. Would you think fairies have their own little spas? Because if you do, this beautiful fairy wants you
to accompany her in a cute beauty salon. Unravel the secrets of magical healing treatments with the little fairy and create a new look. Choose which festive dress she will wear at the Pixie festivities to finish this enchanting makeover. One of the most colorful villains out there is always ready to go back to school, but she just realized one important thing: she
just can't hit school with this ombre hair and too cool makeup look... the principal will not approve it, and that is a sure thing. She needs to give herself a quick school makeover look and for that she will need her helping hand, so let's start with her the 'Harley Quinn First Day Of School Makeover' game for girls and guide her step by step through the
beautifying process. Start by removing her bold makeup look, apply a nourishing fac Our doll surprise fashionistas are getting ready for their own Coachella festival in this brand new dress up game for girls called Doll Surprise Coachella! It's a fun warm-up session for the real gig that will take place in October this year, but that doesn't mean they won't pay
much attention to the outfits they'll wear. Be sure your favorite LOL dolls prepare their looks for the Coachella 2020 Festival? These two beautiful mermaids are BFFs and they want to spend some time together. Is there a better place to relax than in the sauna? Join the two beautiful mermaids in a Realife adventure! Choose your favorite stones for the fire,
choose the essential oils to create the perfect steam bath and try out different outfits at the end. Once you have created a cute look at both, they can go out and enjoy the sun! Winter can sometimes damage your skin due to the cold weather, but don't be afraid because Gwen is here to teach you how to take care of your skin! Join the cool girl on a beauty
adventure and learn how to look good for the holidays! Prepare the face with soothing masks, get rid of outbursts, fix the eyebrows, choose colorful makeup looks and outfits for the Transformation! Anna and her cute little daughter spend their day in the palace and try different beauty products together for the first time, do you want to join them? You can
apply soothing face masks, put colorful make-up on the princess and dress the duo in elegant dresses. Create new looks for Anna and her adorable girl to see what a makeover can do! Help the Snow Queen get a real makeover! Apply masks, beauty treatments and cleanse your face. After that, you can find the perfect perfect and dress it up so that it can
look amazing. Sleeping princess knows that nothing is better than a beautiful day at the spa after taking part in her princess duties, so come by and learn all her beauty secrets. Wear beauty masks, get rid of nasty outbursts, twee the eyebrows, then get ready for the makeover. Choose colorful makeup looks and beautiful dresses to finish the transformation.
Mermaid, Tia and Meri formed their own rock band and the girls are quite good! Mermaid is the lead singer, Tia rocks the guitar and Meri the drums. After playing for a larger audience at school, the girls were invited to perform on a big stage. This will be their first real concert and the girls are so excited! You're going to be their stylist because these girls have
to look like real rock stars! Start with the hair and makeup, then give them a unique manicure and make sure to choose the best outfits! Have fun! Our cute furry kitten Angela likes to spoil her daughter with the best spa products before she goes to school, will you join them? Discover what kind of beauty masks Angela uses and apply the treatments to see
the results. Create a fancy look for the mom with sparkling eyeshadow and shimmering lipsticks. In the end, choose stylish outfits and beautiful hairstyles for both kittens to make them look meowtastic. Audrey's mood is constantly changing these days. To be healthy and happy, she needs you to inspire her creativity, accompany her to spend time with her
friends, and also help her prepare a good breakfast! Turn the mood wheel to get a feel for what it wants and try to bring it to 100% with each status bar! Her favorite blonde princess is always ready for her wedding day! Will you help her to be the most beautiful bride? Choose a discreet makeup and then choose your favorite wedding dress, hairstyle, jewelry
and bouquet. With your help, it will look absolutely stunning! Stunning!
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